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A common form of quorum sensing in Gram-positive bacteria is
mediated by peptides that act as phosphatase regulators (Phr) of
receptor aspartyl phosphatases (Raps). In Bacillus subtilis, several
Phr signals are integrated in sporulation phosphorelay signal
transduction. We theoretically demonstrate that the phosphorelay
can act as a computational machine performing a sensitive division
operation of kinase-encoded signals by quorum-modulated Rap
signals, indicative of cells computing a ‘‘food per cell’’ estimate to
decide whether to enter sporulation. We predict expression from
the rapA-phrA operon to bifurcate as relative environmental
signals change in a developing population. We experimentally
observe that the rapA-phrA operon is heterogeneously induced in
sporulating microcolonies. Uninduced cells sporulate rather synchronously early on, whereas the RapA/PhrA subpopulation sporulates less synchronously throughout later stationary phase. Moreover, we show that cells sustain PhrA expression during periods of
active growth. Together with the model, these findings suggest
that the phosphorelay may normalize environmental signals by the
size of the (sub)population actively competing for nutrients (as
signaled by PhrA). Generalizing this concept, the various Phrs could
facilitate subpopulation communication in dense isogenic communities to control the physiological strategies followed by differentiated subpopulations by interpreting (environmental) signals
based on the spatiotemporal community structure.
heterogeneity 兩 Phr 兩 quorum sensing 兩 sporulation 兩 model
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he 11 homologous rap-phr genes in Bacillus subtilis code for
a family of proteins in which Rap activity is regulated by
small peptides derived from the cognate phr gene product (Fig.
1A) (1). The small Phr precursor peptides are cleaved and
secreted from the cell, and at least some of them accumulate in
the culture supernatant (2). They are subsequently imported by
Opp oligopeptide permeases into the cytoplasm where the Phr
derived pentapeptides (PEP5) intracellularly inhibit the activity
of their cognate Raps (3–5). Thus, PEP5s can be indicators of cell
density and have been implied in facilitating cell–cell communication (2, 5–8). A subset of Raps (RapA,B,E,H) act as
phosphatases that inhibit signaling through a central phosphorelay, and their activity is counteracted by their cognate PEP5s
(PhrA,C,E,H). The phosphorelay plays a central role in B.
subtilis stress response induction during stationary phase and
ultimately controls sporulation induction (Fig. 1B) (9).
Unlike autoinducer quorum signals, where autoinducer molecules bind to a transcription factor, peptide based quorum
signaling indirectly regulates transcription by controlling phosphoryl signaling (10). The presence of an autoinducer signal is
typically sufficient to activate a pathway and induce a cell
response (Fig. 2A Left). In contrast, because the Phr signal acts
on a phosphatase, it instructs cells by regulating the phosphoryl
flux originating from the activation of kinases that are under
control of the environment (Fig. 2 A Right). For example, it is
well known that sporulation is affected by cell density. However,
a high cell density alone is not sufficient to trigger spore
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0810878106

formation unless there is a starvation signal in addition, whereas
starvation alone is able to trigger sporulation, albeit at a reduced
efficiency (5, 11). It therefore appears that the Rap-Phr-systems
have evolved toward a mode of quorum signaling to which signal
integration is essential.
It has recently been shown that even monocultures show a
large degree of diversity by heterogeneous cell differentiation
and population structuring (12). Stochastic population splitting
has been demonstrated for a variety of stress responses including
sporulation, competence, motility, extracellular matrix production, and exoenzyme synthesis (13–16). The coordinated development of specialized differentiated subpopulations implies a
potential need for cell–cell signaling systems that facilitate
communication among and across differentiating subpopulations. The Rap-Phr genes comprise a promising family to
mediate such subpopulation signaling.
Here, we begin to explore these two aspects of Rap-Phrs in
phosphorelay signaling: signal integration and subpopulation signaling. First, we develop a computational model to address the
interplay of quorum and environmental signals in phosphorelay
signaling and show that the signal transduction architecture
supports a sensitive ratiometric integration of kinase-encoded
environmental signals with respect to quorum-modulated phosphatase signals. This is indicative of a cell-density-dependent
normalization of the environmental stressors such as starvation
to drive downstream decision making. Within this theoretical
framework, we predict a bifurcation of RapA/PhrA expression as
relative environmental conditions change. We then experimentally elucidate the dynamics and fate of the previously observed
subpopulation of RapA/PhrA-expressing cells (17) late into
stationary phase and suggest the PhrA/RapA may be a subpopulation communication system to measure its own population size.
Although the experiments do not directly test the theory, the
theory aids in interpreting the importance of the experimental
observations. Together, our computational and experimental
results suggest a model in which phosphorelay-based decision
making during starvation is based on normalizing environmental
signals (such as ‘‘food’’) with respect to the size of a growing
subpopulation actively competing for nutrients (‘‘food per growing cell’’). Generalizing this concept, we suggest that phosphorelay-integrated Rap-Phrs play a central role in determining and
maintaining cell differentiation development by integrating (environmental) signals based on the local community structure.
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Fig. 1.
Quorum signaling in B. subtilis. (A) Overview of rap-phr gene
cassettes found in the chromosome (1). Dark arrows denote rap and light
arrows phr. Bent arrows indicate start sites of transcription. (B) Schematic
model of Rap-Phr signal integration in phosphorelay signal transduction
explained in more detail in the introduction.

This implies that the various Phr-Rap systems could serve as
cell–cell communication among differentiated subpopulations
in dense isogenic communities, e.g., in biofilms (12) or fruiting
bodies (18), where environmental signals need to be interpreted based on the spatiotemporal community structure.
Results
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Signal Integration in a Conceptual Computational Model of the
Phosphorelay. The phosphorelay is the central pathway for inte-

gration of environmental stressors and Rap-Phr quorum signals.
Environmental stressors such as starvation regulate the autophosphorylation activity of histidine kinases (KinA-E) that all
interact with Spo0F. PhrA,C,E,H-derived signals modulate the
phosphor yl transfer by regulating their cognate Rapphosphatases (19–23), which dampen the phosphoryl flux by
competing with Spo0B. Spo0B activates Spo0A, which is dephosphorylated by another set of aspartyl phosphatases, such as
Spo0E (9). The phosphorelay is subject to a set of feedbacks
exerting both positive and negative control on the concentration
of phosphorylated Spo0A. At low concentrations, Spo0A⬃P
regulates expression of phosphorelay proteins, mainly indirectly
via repression of abrB and one of its targets sigH (24–26) that
also up-regulates PhrC,E peptide production (27). At high (low)
Spo0A⬃P concentrations, RapA is repressed (activated) (26).
An odd topological feature is that the phosphotransferase Spo0B
is the only phosphorelay step that appears to be devoid of any
known feedback.
To study signal integration, we build a conceptual ordinary
equation model of the phosphorelay schematically shown in Fig.
2B and detailed in Methods and in Model Derivation in supporting information (SI) Appendix. We introduce  to represent the
effective autophoshorylation rate controlled by environmental
stress (equals Input ) and  to represent the effective Rap
phosphatase activity that is modulated by Phr quorum signals
(equals Input ). Our model considers the steady-state concentration x of Spo0A⬃P as the relevant output (equals Output x)
and denotes x ⫽ f(,) to describe the input–output relationship.
To define the conditions necessary for signal integration, we
first analyzed the sensitivity of the output with respect to the
input signals assuming constant protein concentrations (openloop system, Fig. S1 A). We find that for any system, the space
of (, ) inputs partitions into 4 regimes (I–IV) based on whether
x will respond to changes in both, one, or neither input (Fig. 2C,
Fig. S2). The regime boundaries are defined by s() and s()
that are complicated functions of the system parameters derived
in Open-Loop Model in SI Appendix. In regime I, which we call
the ‘‘signal integration regime,’’ the output responds to changes
in both inputs equally well. Here, the kinase activity is sufficiently low to not saturate the relay ( ⬍ s) and the phosphatase
activity is sufficiently high ( ⬎ s) to cause a significant drain
of the phosphoryl flux. In all other regimes, the output does not
respond to at least one input because of insufficient phosphatase
activity ( ⬍ s, regime II) or saturation of at least one
6460 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0810878106

Fig. 2. Model of quorum signal integration. (A) In contrast to autoinducer
signaling, which elicits a direct cell response (Left), Phr-based signals integrate
with (environmental) signals (Right). (B) Schematic model of phosphorelay
signaling. (C) Global output behavior of an open-loop phosphorelay. Only in
regime I (‘‘signal integration regime’’) is the output sensitive to changes in
both input signals and the output responds to changes in their ratio (‘‘ratiometric coupling’’). In all other regimes (II–IV), the cell is insensitive to at least
one input signal. The functions s and s are functions of system parameters
and determine the regime boundaries. (D) Black-box model of the phosphorelay signal integration operating as a machine to compute the quotient of the
Kin-kinase  and Phr-modulated Rap-phosphatase activity  to control the
steady-state concentration of Spo0A⬃Px.

phosphorelay protein ( ⬎ s regimes III and IV). Thus, only in
regime I will the cell be able to respond to changes in both input
signals simultaneously. Within regime I, the output describes diagonal isocolor lines. This implies that both signals couple such that
the output depends linearly on the ratio of the input signals
(‘‘ratiometric coupling’’), i.e., f(,) ⫽ f(z ⫽ /) ⫽ ␣ /, where ␣
is a complicated function of system parameters (Fig. 2D). See
Open-Loop Model in SI Appendix for an analytical derivation of f.
We next show that the ‘‘low Spo0A⬃P’’ feedback architecture
shown in green in Fig. 2B (Fig. S1B) expands the signal
integration regime and at the same time retains the ratiometric
input coupling. A typical result is shown in Fig. 3, where we find
feedback (Fig. 3B) significantly expands the signal integration
regime to larger kinase inputs compared with the open-loop
system (Fig. 3A). A detailed study presented in Closed loop model
with low Spo0A⬃P feedback in SI Appendix reveals that the main
effect of feedback independent of its mechanisms in our model
is to raise the protein concentrations, which increases the
phosphoryl carrying capacity, via s, before the relay saturates
(Fig. S3). Unlike s, feedback can either increase or decrease s
depending on parameters. Whether feedback expands regime I
depends on whether it pushes the boundary s between regimes
I and II beyond some critical value ⴱ. At ⴱ, the phosphatase
activity is strong enough to prevent activation of feedback under
all circumstances. Thus, as long as feedback does not increase s
beyond ⴱ, it will cause a dynamic expansion of the signal
integration regime I. The exact form of f within regime I is
generally dependent on the choice of transfer function to
describe feedback. In general, whenever feedback operates in the
x-insensitive portions of its transfer function (i.e., protein production is at either approximately basal (maximal) rate) steadystate protein and phosphorylation equations decouple, and the
Bischofs et al.
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Fig. 3.
Effect of feedback on signal integration (A–C) and RapA/PhrA
expression (D). (A) Output behavior of a reference open-loop system without
feedback spanning regime I and IV. (B) WT low Spo0A feedbacks expand the
ratiometric regime I. (C) Adding a Pspo0B loop to the WT reduces severely the
 sensitivity. (D) (Left) The regulatory motif of Spo0A⬃P and RapA crossrepression maps onto an effective autoactivating circuit for RapA production
with activation coefficient K and maximal production V. (Right) The protein
production rate as a function of Rap concentration c is shown for 3 different
(K,V)-pairs. The protein decay rate is shown in black. In steady state, production equals decay, and the circled intersections determine the stable steadystate concentration(s) in each case. As K increases, RapA expression is monostable ‘‘on’’ (blue), bistable (red), and a monostable ‘‘off’’ (green). The absolute
concentration of the ‘‘on’’ state is controlled by V, which depends on ComA
activation.

system behaves identically to an open-loop system with concentrations operating at either basal (maximum) concentrations.
When feedback operates in the x-sensitive part, f typically will be
a more complicated function. However, numerical simulations
suggest that for the most part, the ratiometric input coupling
persists, and f describes a nonlinear function in z ⫽  . Thus, even
when f is nonlinear in z, the ratiometric coupling ensures that
cells will reach the same Spo0A⬃P level (and thus activate a
downstream signal) as long as the ratio of  and  is the same.
We next compared an in silico Pspo0B‘‘mutant’’ by adding an
equally strong positive Spo0B feedback loop (Fig. S1C) to the
WT system from Fig. 3B. The corresponding output in Fig. 3C
describes almost horizontal iso-lines implying a severely reduced
 sensitivity compared with the WT when the relay operates in
the same input regime. We find that a Spo0B loop typically
diminishes the dynamic expansion of the signal integration
regime compared with the WT because s is especially sensitive
to Spo0B levels (see Fig. S4 and discussion in Effect of Spo0B
feedback loop in SI Appendix for details). Hence, although
feedback still prevents saturation, it primarily expands the
phosphatase insensitive regime II. Moreover, when the feedback
transfer function is linear in x, the Spo0B loop destroys the
ratiometric input coupling of the WT.
We therefore conclude that only within the signal integration
regime is the cell susceptible to both changes in starvation (⌬)
as well as changes in cell density (⌬) simultaneously. This
requires the phosphorelay to stay nonsaturated and the phosphatase activity to exceed a critical strength. Within this regime,
the phosphorelay integrates both signals such that Spo0A⬃P
levels respond to changes in their ratio, i.e.:
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x ⫽ f共, 兲 ⬇ f共z兲

with

z ⬇ /.

[1]

If we take  to be a cellular measure of starvation conditions in
the environment (⬇1 per food) and  an inverse measure of cell
density (⬇1 per cell), we may interpret the control parameter z as
(the inverse of) a ‘‘food-per-cell’’ estimate. It is plausible that
Bischofs et al.

certain signals need cell-density-dependent normalization to arrive
at a more relevant control parameter for cellular decision making.
The phosphorelay is involved in driving the development of
heterogeneous populations (14–17, 28). In our model, a potentially physiological relevant bistability arises as a result of
repression of the rapA-phrA operon at high Spo0A⬃P levels
(26). This cross-repressive feedback can be mapped into an
effective autoactivating circuit for RapA/PhrA production with
the effective activation coefficient K being a function of environmental conditions and the maximal expression level v that is
controlled by ComA activation of the promoter (Fig. 3D and
Bifurcation of RapA/PhrA Expression in SI Appendix). When the
phosphorelay operates in the signal integration regime the
bifurcation occurs as a function of the ratiometric control
parameter z that shifts K and therefore alters the number of
stable steady-state concentrations. For RapA we predict a
monostable ‘‘on’’ state above a critical ‘‘food per cell’’ level
(K(z) ⬍ K1), a bistable regime at intermediate (K1 ⬍ K(z) ⬍ K2)
and a monostable ‘‘off’’ below a critical level (K(z) ⬎ K2).
Although z controls the stability, the difference in expression
levels between ‘‘off’’ and ‘‘on’’ is primarily modulated by
ComA⬃P via V. Thus, as a population starves and z changes,
RapA expression bifurcates, which might contribute to the level
of population heterogeneity.
Experiment: Subpopulation PhrA Signaling Dynamics. The complexity of several Rap-Phr systems and kinases being involved in
phosphorelay signaling will require an extended experimental
study to arrive at a detailed understanding of the effective
ratiometric control parameter z. The RapA-PhrA system is
known to be heterogeneously expressed (17), suggesting that
cells may even perform normalizations with respect to the size
of distinct subpopulations. RapA is also strongly implied in the
timing and cell fate decision making in sporulating microcolonies (28). Here, we will analyze the PhrA subpopulation signaling dynamics by means of time-lapse microscopy to follow the
coordinated dynamics of RapA-PhrA expression during microcolony development, analyze the fate and physiology of the
RapA-PhrA subpopulation, and qualitatively relate our results
to our model predictions on RapA expression. Although our
experiments will not directly address the ratiometric coupling
prediction, our observations and the theoretical model will allow
an interpretation of RapA-PhrA subpopulation signaling.
We first focus on RapA-PhrA expression dynamics during
development of a microcolony (Fig. 4). Snapshots of a representative colony emerging from a single progenitor cell are
shown in Fig. 4A (see Movie S1). Typical outgrowth is initially
exponential for several hours. Eventually total colony area and
total cell numbers stagnate, denoting entry of the colony into
stationary phase T0 ⬇ 9 h (Fig. 4C). The first prespores typically
occur at T3.5, that is, 3.5 h after T0, and the vast majority of them
complete mature spore development including lysis of the
mother cell ⬇10 h later. Consistent with previous observations
(17), we first observe a very small, but, as predicted by our
theory, across the population homogeneous, rise in PrapA-driven
fluorescence that varies little from basal levels. The overall still
low expression may reflect only slight and very gradual activation
of the promoter by ComA⬃P (i.e., small V). Coincident with T0,
we observe a clear bifurcation of the cell population into cells
that strongly induce from PrapA and cells that remain at low levels.
The split of the population may reflect the stability change from
monostable to a bistable RapA regime predicted by our model,
whereas the rise in fluorescence may be a result of ComA⬃P
activation causing the ‘‘on’’ state to shift upwards. A histogram
over fluorescence intensities at T4.5 shows a clear bimodal
distribution (Fig. 4B). The time evolution of the distribution of
fluorescence from the quorum operon is shown as a heat map in
Fig. 4D, showing monomodal ‘‘low’’ population for t ⬍ T0,
PNAS 兩 April 21, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 16 兩 6461
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Fig. 4. Emergence of subpopulation PhrA signaling. (A) Snapshots of an
outgrowing colony of strain rapA/IIa at t ⬇ T0, T2, T11, and T40. T0 denotes entry
into stationary phase. Bright-field images (gray) were overlaid with the fluorescence images derived from PrapA-iyfp (yellow). (B) Bimodal distribution of
fluorescence intensities within the cell population at T4.5. (C) Log-scale growth
characteristics of the colony estimated from the segmented colony area (red)
and total number of segmented cells (black). (D) Time evolution of population
frequencies with a particular YFP fluorescence intensity. A clear bifurcation
into ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ cells emerges at approximately T0.

followed by a clear emergence of a subpopulation that turns
‘‘high’’ at T0. At later times, the intensity distribution of the high
population begins to wash out (see below). The basic features of
the observed population dynamics are very robust although the
absolute timing and the relative proportions of the early subpopulations can vary (Fig. S5). Hence, we infer that only a
subpopulation within the isogenic microcolony strongly activates
PhrA peptide production at T0 and is susceptible to it via
significant transcription of the cognate Rap (Fig. S5).
We next analyzed the relationship between gene expression
dynamics and cell fate by tracking the fluorescence driven by
PrapA-iyfp and PspoIIA-icfp within the colony on the individual cell
level. Successful sporulation was assigned based on the appearance of a bright prespore. Almost all cells containing a prespore
completed the sporulation process and were released by lysis of
the mothercell. To simplify our analysis, we split the colony
population into 2 classes: (i) cells that completed prespore
formation during the 2-day time course of the experiment (spore
trajectories) and (ii) cells that did not (vegetative trajectories).
The time evolution of YFP and CFP fluorescence is shown for
a few cells in each category on the top of Fig. 5. The heat maps
below represent the fluorescence intensity over time of all 294
tracked cell trajectories within the colony. We also count the
number of cell divisions in each trajectory that occurred after T0.
In Fig. 5A, individual trajectories are arranged from bottom to
top according to the respective time ts when the prespore became
visible to allow a correlation of Rap-Phr activation with sporulation dynamics. We terminated each trajectory at its ts. One can
clearly distinguish 2 groups depending on their RapA-PhrA
activation profile extracted from their YFP dynamics: (i) lineages
executing early, rather synchronous, sporulation events that
proceed without significant activation of PhrA and RapA at the
bottom and, (ii) lineages that delayed sporulation events in which
PhrA production was transiently activated at the top of the
6462 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0810878106

figure. At approximately T0, early sporulators activate transcription from PspoIIA nearly synchronously, giving rise to a distinct
peak in the CFP signal that peaks on average ⬇3.5 h before the
prespore appears. Late sporulators activate PhrA (and RapA)
production and, consistent with RapA’s molecular function to
inhibit the phosphorelay, they continue to divide, as evidenced by
the increased number of cell divisions after T0 compared with early
sporulators. Ultimately when delayed sporulators activate spoIIA
transcription, it then takes them slightly more time to complete
prespore development (3.5 h for early to ⬇5 h for late spores).
Fig. 5B shows the corresponding heat maps and cell division
plots for cells that did not form a prespore during the time course
of the experiment. Some cells may have activated sporulation
late but had not completed prespore development. Vegetative
trajectories make up ⬇30% of all tracked trajectories within the
colony. Within this class, we arranged the individual trajectories
according to cell lineage such that daughter cell trajectories are
prepended with the shared history of their mother cell. Most
cells remained truly vegetative because cell divisions are observed even after 2 days. On average, cells underwent 6–7 cell
divisions after T0. Consistently, most CFP trajectories do not
show the characteristic CFP peak observed for spore trajectories,
whereas all trajectories activated the rapA-phrA operon early on
and then appear to undergo repeated cycles of YFP activation
and fluorescence decay. This explains the washout of the YFP
on-peak of the probability density function over time in Fig. 3B.
Further analysis reveals that the individual YFP dynamics in the
vegetative cell lineages strongly correlates with the cellular
length profile (Fig. S6) with an average Pearson correlation
coefficient of 具典 ⫽ 0.4. We observe an increase in YFP
fluorescence intensity during periods of cell elongation, followed
by a decay of fluorescence intensity shortly after cell division.
This could either be caused by a cell-cycle-dependent transcription dynamics or a cell-cycle-dependent variation of fluorophore
stability. Fluorophore expression from a moderate constitutively
activated promoter does not show the pulsatile dynamics observed for PrapA-iyfp but a more continuous rise in fluorescence
intensity over time (see Movie S2 and Fig. S7). In any case, the
fluorescence dynamics observed for PrapA-iyfp-driven fluorescence implies that the signaling PhrA peptide transcription
remains active in vegetative cells long after T0 (and its production may even be activated during periods of active cell growth
only). We therefore propose that the RapA-PhrA system may
allow cells to obtain a measure of the size of the actively growing
subpopulation only.
Discussion
To explain the function of Phr-Rap family, different hypotheses
have been put forward in the past including cell communication
(5, 21), a combined form of cell density and stationary phase
signaling (1), or timing of cell differentiation events on the
individual cell level (29, 30). Our results suggest that key for a
comprehensive understanding of their function might be to
analyze their role in integrating environmental signals with
(sub)population density information.
Our theoretical models show that sensitive signal integration
requires kinase inputs to not saturate the relay and phosphatase
signals to exceed a certain strength. Only then will cells be able
to respond to both changes in starvation conditions as well as
changes in cell density. Within this regime, we find that both
signals couple to give rise to a single internal control parameter,
the ratio of the activities, that determines the concentration of
the active transcription factor Spo0A⬃P. Bacteria might interpret signals such as starvation, not on an absolute but rather
relative basis (‘‘food per cell’’). We find that the native ‘‘low’’
Spo0A⬃P feedbacks typically expands the signal integration
regime while retaining the ratiometric input coupling. This may
allow cells to process stronger signals upon entry into stationary
Bischofs et al.
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phase. The absence of a spo0B feedback might be evolved to keep
the system in the signal integration regime. Intuitively, Spo0B and
Rap competitively split the phosphoryl flux by binding to Spo0F. As
Spo0B increases, Rap is outcompeted, desensitizing the system to
changes in Rap activity. Finally we predict a bifurcation in RapAPhrA levels as relative environmental conditions change. Although
our experiments do not test the ratiometric coupling prediction,
consistent with previous observations (17) and qualitative model
prediction, we observe the emergence of a bimodal RapA/PhrA
expression profile as the colony starves.
The complexity of several kinases and Rap/Phr systems being
processed in phosphorelay signaling—that moreover may even
act heterogeneously across the population—suggests a rich area
of study to arrive at a more detailed understanding of the here
broadly motivated ‘‘food per cell’’ interpretation of the ratiometric control parameter. Experimentally, we observe early
rather synchronous sporulation among a majority subpopulation
that involves little RapA-PhrA expression. We speculate that
some other Rap-Phr system, with the constitutive RapB and its
sigH up-regulated csf peptide being a likely candidate, might be
involved. If this system was homogeneously expressed across the
population, the initial reduction of the growing cell population
could be based on an environmental measurement with respect
to the total population size. Coincident with a majority population activating sporulation, we observe an up-regulation of the
RapA-PhrA operon in a distinct subpopulation. Up-regulation
of RapA (which may now become the dominant phosphatase)
may initially delay further sporulation because PhrA must first
accumulate, and this delay may serve an independent function
(17, 29). However, we propose that, ultimately, decision making
in the emerging RapA subpopulation may be based on normalizing environmental signals with respect to the now much smaller
subpopulation of growing cells (i.e., this subpopulation is calculating ‘‘food per growing cell’’). Although the ability of PhrA
to mediate long-range cell–cell communication is controversial,
Bischofs et al.

PhrA is at least able to allow short-range intercellular signaling
as the wild type is able to complement a ⌬phrA mutant in
coculture (7). In dense communities, even contact based cellto-cell signaling might be sufficient to measure local cell counts.
For small signaling molecules that are secreted from bacteria,
several functions have been proposed, including global intraspecies communication or quorum sensing (10), interspecies communication (31), diffusion sensing (32), or molecular timing
devices (29). Our observation of a Rap-Phr system being expressed only in a phenotypically well-defined subpopulation may
therefore be put in a broader perspective. Recent years have seen
an increased appreciation of the heterogeneous population
structure of monoclonal populations during stationary phase
(13–16) where undomesticated strains initiate the formation of
phenotypically diverse biofilms (12, 15, 18) The coordinated
development of differentiated subpopulations suggests a potential need for cell–cell signaling systems that facilitate communication among and across differentiating subpopulations We
thus speculate that the Rap-Phr family in B. subtilis represents a
form of microbial cell–cell communication that constitutes an
elaborate communication network that allows bacteria to integrate (environmental) signals with subpopulation structure information to drive and maintain cell differentiation in an
isogenic population, similar to cell specialization during tissue
development in higher organisms.
Materials and Methods
Model. In brief, the ordinary differential equation model is based on mass
action kinetics for the phosphoryl-transfer reactions with forward and backward rates kif, kib. Effective kinase input is described by autophosphorylation
with rate . Phosphatase reactions are modeled as effective first-order processes. Effective Rap phosphatase activity  is a function of active Rap concentration, which is controlled by the internal PEP5 concentration. The neteffective feedback in Fig. 2B was modeled by using Hill kinetics for protein
production with maximum production vi, activation coefficient Ki and cooperativity n. We assume nonspecific linear protein degradation/dilution (D) and
PNAS 兩 April 21, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 16 兩 6463
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Fig. 5. Correlation between cell fate and PrapA-iyfp and PspoIIA-icfp-driven fluorescence for spores (A) and vegetative cells (B) within a colony. Sample trajectories
within each class are shown on the top. Within each image, heat maps color code the time evolution of fluorescence intensity (red, high intensity, to blue, low
intensity) for each tracked cell trajectory and relate it to the corresponding number of cell divisions after entry into stationary phase (t ⬎ T0). Trajectories in A
were arranged according to the time the prespore appeared ts from bottom to top and in B clustered according to cell lineage relationship.

constant basal production (Li). Heat maps in Fig. 3 were generated for kif ⫽ 300
nM⫺1s⫺1, kib ⫽ 200 nM⫺1s⫺1, kep ⫽ 20 nM⫺1s⫺1, Li ⫽ 0.005 nM/s, vi ⫽ 5.0 nM/s,
Ki ⫽ 50 nM, ni ⫽ 1, and D ⫽ 10⫺4s⫺1.

mental temperature control (37 °C). Bright-field and fluorescence images
were taken with a 100⫻ objective (Olympus 1.40 Plan Apo) every 15–20 min
and recorded with a Cool Snap HQ2 camera.

Strains. The strain rapA/IIA (B168, PrapA-iyfp, Cmr, amyE::PspoIIA–icfp, Kmr) as
described in ref. 27 was kindly provided by O. Kuipers (University of Groningen, The Netherlands).

Movie Analysis. Images were analyzed with custom-written Matlab software
using the dipimage toolbox. Segmentation uses flat-field-corrected, denoised, and contrast-enhanced bright-field images applying edge detection,
intensity, and morphological operations. Spore recognition is based on intensity and size. Fluorescence intensity is averaged over the segmented objects.
Lineage tracking uses object position and object overlay correspondence
matching. Both segmentation and tracking results were checked manually.
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Cell Culture. Sporulation was induced with a modified Sterlini–Mandelstamm
protocol (33). Cells were inoculated from frozen aliquot stocks in liquid
growth CH medium (GM) and grown for 2.5 h to OD600 ⬇ 0.2 at 37 °C. Cells
were resuspended in sporulation medium (SM) supplemented with 2% GM
(mod-SM). This modification results in a more robust sporulation process. Cells
were diluted and transferred to a 0.5-mm mod-SM gel pad solidified with
1.5% ultrapure agarose (Invitrogen). The pad was transferred into a glassbottom dish (Willco) and sealed with Parafilm.
Time-Lapse Microscopy. Time-lapse microscopy was performed with an Olympus IX70 equipped with Delta Vision Core (Applied Precision) and environ-
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